When in the high degree
Viewing in God's light
That thrill

They trembling arm I press'd
Fondly: our lips confessed
Love's conquering tend'ry.

God fills the vast sweet night;
Love fills our heart; the light
Of stars made splendor.

Between the earth and sky
Our spirit, rapt on high,
Spake then together;

Infinity's amaze
Sparkled before my gaze
Across the ether.

Then a new heaven be seized,
Thence the celestial light.

Then saw the sublimate
Then saw the infinite

Then as how almost to rise
But of the sudden height
Th' obelisk ascends;
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This would not love Thee?
under the Complete Thing which had been
the Lord of the Man divided in darkness, which
is the shadow of death. In the darkness a
light pointed; a hearse piled on the
light, as a mock to pleasure.

And then appeared another Lord,—
the light, so faint, that it seemed a
shadow of vapor, also moving to the
light. And the first Lord said to
the other.

"How long have you been here?"

"Not very long," the second replied.

"You are new here."

"Yes," said the first; "but how
long are you here?"

"You will soon be done, for:
most of us pass out after seven or
eight days.... But you have to be judged
first."

"Is that really a judgment?"

"Oh, yes."

"Will I have to wait long?"

"No; the judge is here now."

"I do not—see him where?"

"Look at me."
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